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Abstract

Facial recognition using deep convolutional neural net-

works relies on the availability of large datasets of face im-

ages. Many examples of identities are needed, and for each

identity, a large variety of images are needed in order for

the network to learn robustness to intra-class variation. In

practice, such datasets are difficult to obtain, particularly

those containing adequate variation of pose. Generative

Adversarial Networks (GANs) provide a potential solution

to this problem due to their ability to generate realistic, syn-

thetic images. However, recent studies have shown that cur-

rent methods of disentangling pose from identity are inade-

quate. In this work we incorporate a 3D morphable model

into the generator of a GAN in order to learn a nonlinear

texture model from in-the-wild images. This allows genera-

tion of new, synthetic identities, and manipulation of pose,

illumination and expression without compromising the iden-

tity. Our synthesised data is used to augment training of

facial recognition networks with performance evaluated on

the challenging CFP and CPLFW datasets.

1. Introduction

State-of-the-art facial recognition (FR) algorithms are

trained using millions of images. With the internet as a re-

source, face-images are relatively easy to come by. How-

ever, the distribution of semantics throughout these images

is usually highly unbalanced. For example, the majority of

available photographs are frontal portraits of smiling sub-

jects, with images containing large poses being relatively

scarce. Robustness to pose is currently considered to be

one of the largest challenges for FR. Some researchers have

attempted to avoid the problem by first frontalising probe

images [17, 34, 45], whilst others have attempted to learn

additional robustness to pose by synthetically augmenting

training datasets [7, 8, 30, 43]. We advocate this second ap-

proach since it does not require additional resources during

inference.

Synthetic augmentation of poses in training data has typ-

ically been achieved by fitting some 3D face model to in-

Figure 1. Instances of the FLAME 3D morphable model rendered

at various poses with nonlinear textures (and background) learned

by our 3D GAN from the MultiPIE dataset. (The model instances

correspond to the Neutral expression column of Figure 4.)

put images, extracting textures, and then re-projecting those

textures at modified poses [7, 43]. With recent advances

in the development of Generative Adversarial Networks

(GANs), however, a viable alternative has emerged. GANs

have been shown to be capable of generating realistic im-

ages of new identities and so restricting data-augmentation

to existing identities is not necessary. In order to gener-

ate fully synthetic training data, however, disentanglement

of identity from other characteristics, such as pose, is nec-

essary. Recent studies have shown that 2D GAN methods

struggle to achieve this disentanglement [29]. In this work

we incorporate a 3D morphable model (3DMM) [26] into a

GAN so that images of new, synthetic identities can be gen-

erated, and the pose modified without identity being com-

promised. Our contributions are:

1. Introduction of a method of learning a nonlinear tex-

ture model from in-the-wild images that can be used to

generate images of synthetic identities with fully dis-

entangled pose. No specially captured scans of facial

texture are required.

2. Demonstration of improvements to large-pose facial

recognition by augmenting datasets with synthetic, 3D

GAN images, and a state-of-art accuracy for CPLFW.
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2. Related Work

2.1. Generative 3D networks

Prior to the recent explosion in the development of

GAN-related methods, the best way of generating synthetic

face images was to use a 3D morphable model (3DMM)

[2, 4, 39]. These models are generally built from a lim-

ited number of 3D shape and texture scans. To achieve

greater representativeness, methods such as [3] were pro-

posed in which PCA-based texture models are learnt from

large datasets of in-the-wild images. While the linear spaces

of these models are known to capture most of the variation

in the training datasets, generated faces still appear to be

smooth with textures lacking in high frequency detail. In

[12] and [13] the linear texture model of the LSFM [4] is re-

placed by the nonlinear, CNN generator of a GAN trained to

approximate the distribution of their dataset of high-quality

texture scans. The quality of generated textures is outstand-

ing. However, the dataset of scans is not available for gen-

eral use.

The difficulty of obtaining high-quality texture datasets

motivates the development of methods such as our own,

which aims to learn a nonlinear texture model from natu-

ral (non-scanned) images. Various other methods have a

similar aim and attempt to train disentangled auto-encoders

to learn texture and shape models via reconstruction of in-

the-wild training images [6, 35, 38, 39, 40]. New identities,

however, can only be generated by empirically exploring the

latent space of their generators. The method we propose is a

GAN rather than an auto-encoder, and so can more reliably

and straight-forwardly generate new, synthetic identities.

A number of recent methods have attempted to build

upon the success of GANs in the generation of high-quality

images by integrating 3D models to gain control over se-

mantics. In [36] and [37], mappings from 3DMM param-

eters to the latent space of a pre-trained StyleGAN2 [23]

are learned such that the similarity of generated images

with 3DMM renderings is maximised. In [14], [25] and

[11], GANs are trained to generate realistic images but are

conditioning in various ways on renderings of 3D mod-

els. For each of these methods, generation takes place in

image-space rather than texture-space meaning that appear-

ance and identity are not implicitly robust to pose trans-

formations. Pre-trained biometrics networks are therefore

often applied as losses to constrain identity. The quality

of these biometric networks imposes an upper limit on the

usefulness of synthesised data for the application of data-

augmentation for FR.

2.2. Largepose facial recognition

Large-pose FR could be framed as a problem of limited

data or as a problem of how to better learn from available

data. Various generic methods have been shown to perform

well on large-pose FR benchmarks [20, 19]. Other methods

specifically disentangle pose from identity representations

by regressing/classifying pose labels [5, 31, 41]. Comple-

mentary to these works are methods for synthetically aug-

menting pose in training images. Earlier methods involved

extraction of textures from images onto the surface of a 3D

model for manipulation of pose, and sometimes illumina-

tion or expression [7, 28, 30, 31]. Due to self-occlusion in

images and therefore holes in the textures, various in-filling

techniques were employed. In [43] this problem is tack-

led by refining the projected texture in image-space using

an adversarial loss. This final refinement phase requires an

identity-preserving loss that, as previously mentioned, lim-

its the usefulness of the synthetic data for improving FR.

A preferable method is to produce a complete texture in

the texture reference space of the 3D model, thus ensuring

that the identity remains consistent when projected to dif-

ferent poses. In [8], a texture-completion network is trained

using a set of carefully prepared ground-truth textures. In

[12] and [24] the problem of texture completion is avoided

entirely by generating textures for synthetic identities. [24]

uses a linear texture model whereas [12] trains a nonlin-

ear model. Each of these methods makes use of datasets

of scanned textures. The method proposed here also gen-

erates synthetic identities in order to avoid the problems

of texture completion and reconstruction of existing iden-

tities. The method, however, does not require carefully pre-

pared/captured ground-truth textures and, instead, learns a

nonlinear texture model directly from in-the-wild images.

3. The 3D GAN

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) typically con-

sist of a convolutional generator and discriminator that are

trained alternately in a mini-max game: the discriminator

is trained to distinguish generated images from those of a

training set of real images, and the generator is trained to

minimise the success of the discriminator. Although gen-

erated images appear to represent real-world, 3D subjects,

they are of course nothing more than combinations of 2D

features learned by the 2D convolutional filters of the gen-

erator. For this reason, upon linearly traversing the latent

space of a GAN’s generator, one tends to see “lazy”, 2D

transformations between forms rather than transformations

that would be physically realistic in a 3D space. For ex-

ample, even if a direction in the latent space is identified

that influences the pose of a face in a generated image, the

appearance of the face is unlikely to remain consistent. In-

deed, the generator may not even be capable of generating

the same face at a different pose. In order to ensure that

appearance (and identity) is maintained in synthesised im-

ages upon manipulation of pose, we enhance the generator

by integrating a 3DMM.
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Figure 2. The 3D GAN’s generator includes two CNNs that generate facial texture and background. Facial texture is rendered into the

background using some random sample of shape from the 3D model’s distribution. The random pose and expression vectors are used only

for rendering, not for generation of texture, and so remain disentangled from the identity. All parameters are passed to the background

generator to allow harmonisation of the background conditions with the rendered subject. Note that all vectors are randomly sampled and

that no direct comparison with training images is performed.

Typically, input to a GAN is a random vector. The inputs

to our 3D GAN are random texture and background vec-

tors, but also random 3DMM shape, expression and pose

parameters. A differentiable renderer is then used to render

random head-shapes into a generated “background image”

with the facial texture being provided by a texture generator

that learns its model from scratch from the training images.

No matter what the shape, expression or pose of the random

model instance, the rendered image must appear realistic

to the discriminator. To achieve this, the texture generator

learns to generate realistic textures with features that cor-

rectly correspond with the model shape.

Figure 2 depicts the architecture of our 3D GAN. The

lower half of the diagram depicts a standard conditional

GAN in which some image is generated from random pa-

rameters, and is then fed to the discriminator along with the

pose parameters to correspond with training images also la-

belled with poses. In our implementation, pose information

is repeated spatially and concatenated as additional chan-

nels of the image. The top half of the diagram depicts the

integration of a 3DMM where a learned texture is rendered

into this image via a differentiable renderer. With the main

subject of the image being provided by the rendered texture,

the background generator learns to generate only the back-

ground and features not modelled by the 3DMM, for exam-

ple, the edges of glasses, clothes and hair. Since the tex-

ture generator is not conditioned on pose, nor on expression

parameters, these aspects of the image can be manipulated

without affecting the texture of the 3D model, as shown in

Figures 1, 4 and 7. There is therefore no need for an addi-

tional identity constraint.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. a) The FLAME 3DMM’s texture map where RGB rep-

resents the corresponding 3D point on the mean model shape; b) a

rendering of the texture shown in (c).

3.1. Implementation

Our full generator is a function of five sets of random

input parameters and two sets of trained parameters:

x =G([zT , zB , β, ψ, φ]; [θT , θB ]) (1)

=(1−K) ◦GB(zB , zT , β, ψ, φ; θB)

+K ◦M(GT (zT , β; θT ),y) (2)

where x is a generated image; GB and GT are the back-

ground and texture generators; zT ∈ NNT and zB ∈ NNB

are vectors of random texture and background parameters

of length NT and NB respectively, selected from standard

normal distributions; β ∈ NNs and ψ ∈ NNe are vectors

of shape and expression parameters that control the form

of the 3DMM, again selected from standard normal distri-

butions; φ is pose information, typically values of yaw and

pitch selected at random from the labels of the training set

of images; and θT and θB parametrise the texture and back-

ground generator networks. The background image and

rendered texture are combined using a binary mask, K, gen-
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erated by the renderer. Note that the masking by K is not

shown in Figure 2. 1 is a vector of ones of the same shape

as the image and a ◦ b represents the element-wise prod-

uct of vectors a and b. M is an inverse texture-mapping

function that maps interpolations from the generated tex-

ture map to appropriate locations in image space based on a

rendering of texture coordinates in image-space, y. Inverse

texture mapping effectively allows the generated texture to

be pasted onto the model surface rather than having only

single colours at each vertex and interpolation across facets.

Our texture generator operates at twice the resolution of the

background generator to help avoid pixelation of surfaces

that are less well represented in the texture map. Rendering

of y (and simultaneously, K) is performed by the differen-

tiable rendering function, R:

y,K = R(S, φ; τ, γ) (3)

where S ∈ R
Nv×3 is a vector of shape vertices for some

random instance of the 3DMM; φ is pose information;

τ ∈ Z
Nτ×3 is the 3DMM’s triangle list of Nτ vertex in-

dices; and γ ∈ R
3Nτ×2 is the vector of texture coordinates

where each of the Nτ triangles has its own set of three

2D texture vertices. The rendering function, R, is imple-

mented by DIRT (Differentiable Renderer for Tensorflow)

[18] and we use the FLAME (Faces Learned with an Artic-

ulated Model and Expressions) [26] 3DMM. FLAME is an

articulated model with joints controlling the head position

relative to the neck, the gaze direction, and the jaw. To avoid

having to estimate of the distributions of these angles, dur-

ing training of our 3D GAN we fix the joint parameters such

that the shape is given by the following, simplified equation

S = S̄+

Ns∑

n=1

bnsn +

Ne∑

n=1

cnen (4)

where S̄ is the mean model shape; S = [s1, ..., sNs
] are

the principal components of shape; ǫ = [e1, ..., eNe
] are

the principal components of expression; and [b1, ..., bNs
]

and [c1, ..., cNe
] are the individual elements of the previ-

ously defined shape and expression vectors, β and ψ, that

are also fed to the generator networks in Equation (2). For

the FLAME model, Ns = 200, Ne = 200, Nv = 5023 and

Nτ = 9976. We also set NT = NB = 200.

The architectures of GT and GB are based on that of

the Progressive GAN [21]. However, to simplify imple-

mentation and speed up training, no progressive growing

was used. We believe that use of a 3D model may act to

stabilise training since it provides prior form that need not

be learned from scratch. The architecture was augmented

with bilinear interpolation on upscaling (rather than nearest-

neighbour upscaling), which helps to avoid checker-board

artefacts, and with static Gaussian noise added to each fea-

ture map, as used in [22], which helps to prevent wave-like

artefacts from forming. (See Figure 5 for examples.)

3.2. Training

Despite the more elaborate architecture of the generator,

the 3D GAN can be trained like any other GAN. We choose

to optimise a Wasserstein loss [1] by alternately minimis-

ing the discriminator and generator losses in Equations (5)

and (6) respectively. The values of all input vectors (with

the exception of the conditional pose parameters) are se-

lected from a standard Gaussian distribution. For simplic-

ity of notation, we agglomerate them into a single vector

ν = [zT , zB , β, ψ].

LθD =E(xr,φ)∼pdata
[D(xr, φ; θD)]

− Eν∼N ,( ,φ)∼pdata
[D(G(ν, φ; θG), φ; θD)] +Reg.

(5)

LθG =Eν∼N ,( φ)∼pdata
[D(G(ν, φ; θG), φ; θD)] (6)

where D is the discriminator network parametrised by θD;

(xr, φ) is a real image and associated pose labels selected

at random from the distribution of training data, pdata;

θG = [θT , θB ]; and Reg. indicates the addition of a gradi-

ent penalty [16] that acts to regularise the discriminator such

that it approximately obeys the required k-Lipschitz condi-

tion [1]. Note that, during training, the shape and expres-

sion parameters passed to the generator are random. There

is never any direct reconstruction of training images via fit-

ting of the 3D model. The only constraint on textures is that

they must appear realistic (as judged by the discriminator)

when projected at any angle and with any expression. The

motivation for training our generator as a GAN and avoid-

ing reconstruction losses is to be able to generate new iden-

tities and to avoid generation of smoothed textures caused

by reconstruction errors.

3.3. Limitations

The 3D GAN method has certain limitations, the most

fundamental possibly being the fact that hair, glasses and

teeth are not included in the 3D shape model. This can lead

to projections of these features onto the surface of the model

that do not necessarily look realistic when viewed from cer-

tain angles. The inclusion of such features in the shape

model would be difficult at best. Instead, it may be bet-

ter to detect and remove images containing unmodelled fea-

tures from the training dataset and to seek another method

for augmentation with glasses and occlusion by overhang-

ing hair, for example [28].

As currently formulated, the 3D GAN learns lighting

effects and shadows as part of the texture. Although this

helps generated images appear to be realistic, it is not ideal

for our goal of improving FR since specific lighting condi-

tions become part of the synthetic identities. Since we have

the 3D shape for each generated image, a lighting model

could be used to produce shading maps of randomised light-

ing conditions during training similar to that performed in
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Texture Neutral Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 3 Exp 4 Exp 5

Figure 4. Renderings of the FLAME morphable model for various

expressions with textures learned by the 3D GAN from the Multi-

PIE dataset. Output of the texture generator prior to rendering is

shown in the first column.

[40]. Ideally, the random lighting conditions should follow

the distribution of lighting in the training set. In this way

the texture generator might avoid inclusion of the modelled

lighting effects in the texture.

We also make the assumption that the distributions of

shape and expression in the training dataset match the nat-

ural distributions of the 3DMM. This is not necessarily the

case and improvements could be possible by first fitting the

model to the dataset. N.B. we suggest this only for esti-

mating the distributions, not for reconstructing images since

fitting errors would be large in individual cases. We also as-

sume that the distributions of feature points (used for align-

ment) and poses are known.

Finally, the texture map provided with the FLAME

3DMM (see Figure 3a) is spatially discontinuous. Since

CNNs function by exploiting spatial coherence, these dis-

continuities in the texture-space lead to discontinuity arte-

facts in the rendered images. This can be seen, for example,

in Figure 4 where the facial texture meets the texture of the

back of the head. These artefacts could largely be avoided

by using an alternative, spatially continuous texture map-

ping.

4. Results

4.1. Qualitative evaluation for a controlled dataset

During development of the 3D GAN, tests were con-

ducted by training on the controlled, Multi-PIE dataset

[15]. Doing so avoided potential problems that might have

arisen due to incorrect estimation of poses, which are re-

quired to condition the GAN. During these tests, the pitch

of the model was not varied and so we excluded Multi-PIE’s

CCTV-like camera angles (8 and 19). The first column of

Figure 4 shows examples of random textures learned by the

3D GAN. To demonstrate the level of correspondence with

a) No conditioning b) No cond / bckd c) No bilinear

d) No noise e) Final f) Final + SH lighting

Figure 5. Results characterising the effects of various features of

the final implementation of our 3D GAN.

the shape model, we render each texture for six different

expressions. We see that features are well aligned and that

expressions can be manipulated realistically. This is thanks

to the requirement that the texture look realistic for render-

ings of all poses and expressions. The texture is not de-

pendent on the expression parameters and so the identity is

implicitly maintained, at least to the limit of disentangle-

ment present in the 3DMM. Figure 1 shows renderings of

the same textures with a neutral expression at a selection of

yaw angles in the range [−90◦, 90◦]. We see that the model

heads are pleasingly integrated with the background with

additional, unmodelled details such as hair and the edges

of glasses being generated. In some cases, however, this

is problematic. For example, in the final column, some-

thing resembling a protruding chin has been generated in the

background for both of the male subjects. Note, however,

that the background is only needed for training and that fa-

cial textures can be rendered onto arbitrary backgrounds.

Figure 5 shows a set of images that characterise the ef-

fects of disabling/enabling various aspects of our 3D GAN.

Figure 5a shows that disabling the pose-conditioning can

lead to degenerate solutions where the generators conspire

to generate faces as part of the background and to camou-

flage the model. In the given example, pose-conditioning

would have caused the discriminator to expect a subject fac-

ing towards the left and to therefore penalise such an im-

age. Attempting to avoid this problem by switching off the

background generator causes a different problem that can

be seen in Figure 5b. The texture generator now produces a

mixture of face-like and background-like features in order

to satisfy the discriminator. Figure 5c has the background

and pose-conditioning enabled. It demonstrates, however,

obvious checker-board artefacts in the texture. We found

that this problem was caused by the nearest-neighbour up-

sampling of feature-maps upon resolution doubling within

the generator. Following the work of [22], we switched to

bilinear up-sampling. Whilst this prevented the checker-

board artefacts, it led to the wave-like artefacts that can be

seen in Figure 5d. Finally, in Figures 5e and 5f, we added
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Figure 6. The relative pose distributions estimated for the non-synthetic datasets described in Section 4.2.1 and Table 1.

Dataset IDs Images FR GAN

MS1M-V3 [10] 93.4k 5.2M X

NetScrape (in-house) 26.8k 3.5M X

CASIA Webface [42] 10.6k 0.5M X

CelebA [27] 10.2k 0.2M X X

Flickr-Faces-HQ [22] N/A 0.07M X

Table 1. Comparison of datasets used in our data-augmentation

experiments to train FR networks and/or the 3D GAN.

static, Gaussian noise into the generator [22]. The noise

acts to provide high-frequency, stochastic features by de-

fault so that the generator need not attempt to derive these

details from the random input vectors. In Figure 5f we have

also enabled spherical harmonic (SH) lighting [32], which

is used in our data-augmentation experiments.

4.2. Dataaugmentation in the wild

In the previous section we saw that it is possible to learn

textures of good quality from a controlled dataset of images

containing a wide range of pose. It is unlikely, however, that

the synthetic 3D GAN data would be more informative than

the original, high-quality dataset. Although the 3D GAN

is able to generate new identities and allows full control

over the pose, the data also inevitably suffers from problems

such as mode-collapse and from limited realism. In this sec-

tion we demonstrate improvement to FR by making better

use of noisy, in-the-wild datasets. We present experiments

for various FR algorithms trained on a variety of datasets.

Evaluation was performed for two challenging, large-pose

datasets: Celebrities in Frontal-Profile in the Wild (CFP)

[33] and Cross-Pose LFW (CPLFW) [44], as well as their

frontal-frontal counterparts. Benefit from use of 3D GAN

data arises from a combination of the balanced distribution

of poses and expressions, the use of a 3D lighting model, the

presence of additional synthetic identities, and the GAN’s

ability to “clean” noisy datasets.

4.2.1 Training datasets

Our baseline FR experiments are trained on either CA-

SIA Webface [42], MS1M-V3 [10] or our in-house dataset

of 3.5 million images scraped from the internet, labelled

as “NetScrape” in Figure 6 and Tables 1 and 2. These

datasets were then augmented using the 3D GAN trained

on either CelebA [27] or Flickr-Faces-HQ (FFHQ) [22].

Since CelebA is a dataset of potential benefit to FR, it was

included in additional baseline experiments to provide a

cleaner comparison where the dataset was used to train the

3D GAN. Details of these datasets are presented in Table 1.

In Figure 6 we show the relative distributions of yaw and

pitch angles estimated using an in-house pose-estimation

network. CelebA was found to have the narrowest ranges

of both yaw and pitch. Despite this, in conjunction with

the 3D GAN, we were able to use the dataset to improve

large-pose facial recognition. CASIA Webface displays a

noticeably wider distribution of yaw angles than the other

datasets. Again, despite this prior advantage, we were able

to improve FR results above the CASIA baselines.

Synthetic datasets of either 10k, 20k or 30k IDs were

generated, each with 120 images per ID. Yaw and pitch

angles were selected randomly from uniform distribu-

tions with ranges [−90◦, 90◦] and [−45◦, 45◦] respectively,

whereas all other parameters (shape, expression, texture and

background) were selected from a standard normal distribu-

tion, as during training. Synthetic images were augmented

further using an SH lighting model [32]. We augmented

using only white light and chose ambient and non-ambient

lighting coefficients from random uniform distributions in

the ranges [0.6, 1.4] and [−0.4, 0.4] respectively. In per-

forming this lighting augmentation, we make the assump-

tion that images in the synthetic training dataset are only

ambiently lit. This is not the case, however, and learned tex-

tures can contain problematic, embedded lighting effects.

Nevertheless, performing this relatively crude lighting aug-

mentation is shown to improve FR accuracy.
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Figure 7. Random instances of a selection of IDs generated by the 3D GAN trained on FFHQ. Each row of seven images represents the

same identity with random pose, expression and lighting. The images have been cropped to 112 × 112 pixels for use in the experiments

recorded in Table 3.

Input Tewari’18 [38] Tran’18 [40] Tran’19 [39]

Figure 8. Example 3D facial reconstructions for three disentangled

auto-encoder methods with texture models learnt from in-the-wild

images. Images taken from [39].

Examples of in-the-wild synthetic images can be seen in

Figure 7. These examples were generated from FFHQ at a

resolution of 128×128 pixels and then cropped to 112×112
for use in the data-augmentation experiments recorded in

Table 3. The images are generally of lower quality than

those generated from Multi-PIE and display visible arte-

facts. We suspect that this is due to a combination of the

larger variation in textures and lighting conditions in FFHQ,

the lower number of images at large poses, and the absence

of reliable pose labels. Despite these issues, our experi-

ments show that the synthetic data is of adequate quality to

successfully augment FR datasets.

In Figure 8 we provide example 3D facial reconstruc-

tions taken from [39] for qualitative comparison with the

images of Figure 7. Despite the comparison being indirect,

we believe 3D GAN images to be of a similar quality to

the comparable state of the art. The 3D GAN also has the

benefit of being able to 1) easily generate new identities, 2)

generate full facial images, including the back of the head

and the background, and 3) does not require the 3DMM to

be fit to training images.

4.2.2 Data-augmentation experiments

In all of our experiments we use the ResNet architecture

of [9] trained for 15 epochs. The only changes made were

to the number of layers, as noted in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2

presents results for a series of experiments in which we aug-

mented the NetScrape dataset with 3D GAN data generated

from CelebA. Experiment 1 gives our baseline, trained only

on the “NetScrape” dataset. Experiment 2 shows that the ef-

fect of adding in CelebA is to increase accuracy on CFP-FP

and CPLFW by 0.47% and 0.25% respectively. The effect

of adding the synthetic data, however, is to increase accu-

racy by up to 1.7% for CFP-FP, with an accuracy of 95.29%

being achieved in Experiment 6, and by up to 1.69% for

CPLFW, with an accuracy of 86.25% being achieved in Ex-

periment 5; i.e. the 3D GAN was able to exploit the images

of CelebA somewhere between three to six times more ef-

fectively. Experiments 3 and 4 show that disabling the SH

lighting, and limiting the variance of the pose to that found

in CelebA itself, each decrease accuracy on both CFP-FP

and CPLFW, with limitation of the pose having the largest
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Exp FR network Loss Training set Augmentation IDs Images CFP-FP CPLFW

1 ResNet-34 ArcFace NetScrape - 26.8k 3.5M 93.59% 84.56%

2 ResNet-34 ArcFace NetScrape CelebA 26.8k + 10.2k 3.5M + 0.2M 94.06% 84.81%

3 ResNet-34 ArcFace NetScrape 3D Synth (no SH) 26.8k + 10k 3.5M + 1.2M 94.46% 85.55%

4 ResNet-34 ArcFace NetScrape 3D Synth (narrow pose) 26.8k + 10k 3.5M + 1.2M 93.76% 84.93%

5 ResNet-34 ArcFace NetScrape 3D Synth 26.8k + 10k 3.5M + 1.2M 94.89% 86.25%

6 ResNet-34 ArcFace NetScrape 3D Synth 26.8k + 20k 3.5M + 2.4M 95.29% 85.96%

7 ResNet-34 ArcFace NetScrape 3D Synth 26.8k + 30k 3.5M + 3.6M 94.63% 85.91%

Table 2. A comparison of the effect of augmentation with 3D GAN data (trained using CelebA) on CFP [33] and CPLFW [44] verification

accuracies . “no SH” indicates deactivation of SH lighting augmentation, and “narrow pose” indicates use of a Gaussian pose distribution

of StdDev = 12
◦, similar to the distribution in CelebA.

Method FR network Loss Training set Augmentation CFP-FF CFP-FP LFW CPLFW

Human Brain - - - 96.24% 94.57% 97.27% 81.21%

Baseline ResNet-50 ArcFace CASIA - - 95.56% - -

Gecer et al. (2019) [12] ResNet-50 ArcFace CASIA 10k synth IDs - 97.12% - -

Baseline ResNet-50 ArcFace CASIA - 99.37% 95.50% 99.30% 85.69%

3D GAN (FFHQ) ResNet-50 ArcFace CASIA 10k synth IDs 99.49% 96.40% 99.35% 86.53%

3D GAN (FFHQ) ResNet-50 ArcFace CASIA 20k synth IDs 99.40% 96.74% 99.42% 86.85%

Deng et al. (2019) [9] ResNet-100 ArcFace MS1M-V2 - - - 99.82% 92.08%

Huang et al. (2020a) [19] ResNet-100 ArcFace + DDL VGG - - 98.53% 99.68% 93.43%

Baseline ResNet-100 ArcFace MS1M-V3 - 99.90% 98.47% 99.87% 93.36%

3D GAN (FFHQ) ResNet-100 ArcFace MS1M-V3 20k synth IDs 99.90% 98.51% 99.85% 93.53%

Table 3. A comparison of data-augmentation using synthetic identities generated by the 3D GAN (trained using FFHQ) with results from

the literature (highlighted in grey). Evaluation is performed for the frontal-frontal (FF) and frontal-profile (FP) protocols of the CFP dataset

as well as for LFW (view 2) and CPLFW. “DLL” refers to the Distribution Distillation Loss of [19].

effect. Both experiments, however, still perform better than

the baseline. Finally, in Experiments 5, 6 and 7, we augment

the dataset with 10k, 20k and 30k synthetic identities. For

each experiment the measured accuracies are above those

of the baseline experiments, although performance drops

for either 20k or 30k identities depending on the evaluation

dataset. The reason for this decrease in performance could

be due to synthetic identities being too densely sampled,

with too many lookalikes being generated. Alternatively, it

could be due to overfitting of the biometric network to 3D

GAN data since, in Experiments 6 and 7, significant pro-

portions of the training dataset were synthetic (40.7% and

50.7% as opposed to only 25.5% in Experiment 3).

Table 3 presents the results of experiments for compari-

son with the 3D model-based data-augmentation method of

[12], and with other results from the literature, highlighted

in grey. The cleanest comparison is with the method of [12]

in which synthetic data generated by their TB-GAN was

used to augment CASIA Webface giving an improvement

of 1.56% from 95.56% to 97.12% verification accuracy on

CFP-FP. Augmentation using 20k synthetic identities gener-

ated from FFHQ using our 3D GAN gave an improvement

of 1.24% from the slightly lower baseline of accuracy of

95.50% up to 96.74%. Note that, in this experiment, the

3D GAN extracts useful information from the noisy FFHQ

dataset, whereas the TB-GAN of [12] is trained using a

dataset of high-quality texture scans. Improvements in ac-

curacy were also seen for CPLFW with addition of 10k and

20k synthetic identities leading to improvements of 0.84%
and 1.16% respectively. Evaluation on the frontal protocol

of CFP and on LFW gave only small improvements.

Finally, experiments were performed for a ResNet-100

architecture trained on the MS1M-V3 dataset. Augmenta-

tion using 20k synthetic identities generated from FFHQ us-

ing our 3D GAN gives a state-of-the-art accuracy of 93.53%

on CPLFW. This improvement was achieved despite the al-

ready very high performance of the baseline network.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a novel 3D GAN formulation for learn-

ing a nonlinear texture model from in-the-wild images and

thereby generating synthetic images of new identities with

fully disentangled pose. We demonstrate that images syn-

thesised by our 3D GAN can be used successfully to im-

prove the accuracy of large-pose facial recognition. The 3D

GAN enjoys the advantage of not requiring specially cap-

tured texture scans. Finally, since the 3D GAN can gener-

ate images of new identities, it provides an avenue for ex-

traction of useful information from noisy datasets such as

FFHQ.
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